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ABSTRACT: The rolling of isotactic polypropylene (iPP)
with a new method of rolling with side constraints (inside a
channel) was studied. It was found that deformation pro-
cesses by compression in a channel die and by rolling with
side constraints proceed in very similar fashions (plane-
strain conditions) and result in materials of similar orienta-
tions and mechanical properties. The difference between the
two processes is that rolling causes the destruction of the
lamellar structure at a higher strain than compression. Dy-
namic mechanical measurements showed that rolling to a
high strain produces not only a well-developed orientation
of the crystalline component but also high orientation and
transverse ordering of the amorphous phase, leading to its
transverse anisotropy. iPP deformed by rolling with side
constraints has tensile properties similar to those of iPP
deformed by other methods, such as conventional rolling or

plane-strain compression. The elastic modulus and ultimate
strength measured along the rolling direction increase with
an increasing deformation ratio. For samples deformed to a
deformation ratio of 10.4, the ultimate strength reaches 340
MPa and can be further increased by postdeformation an-
nealing. The oriented iPP also demonstrates extremely high
impact toughness, especially in the direction of side con-
straints. Izod impact tests demonstrated that the material
fracture on impact is very limited and that the impact
strength exceeds 170 kJ/m2. In contrast to the tensile prop-
erties, there is an optimum deformation ratio around 5, for
which the impact strength is the highest. © 2002 Wiley Peri-
odicals, Inc. J Appl Polym Sci 86: 1413–1425, 2002
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INTRODUCTION

The mechanical properties of a polymeric material can
be greatly improved by its orientation.1 In most cases,
the molecular orientation leads to an increase in the
material toughness and strength. The orientation of
the chains in a polymer sample can be produced either
by orientation of the molten or dissolved polymer or
by plastic deformation in a solid state. The permanent
deformation of polymeric materials in a solid state can
be achieved by numerous methods, such as uniaxial
and biaxial drawing, uniaxial compression, channel-
die compression, rolling, solid-state extrusion, die
drawing, and combinations of drawing with rolling or
hydrostatic compression (for an overview, see refs.
1–6). The most common method of deformation used
in both laboratory and industrial practice is cold
drawing. Orientation by drawing has, however, a se-
rious disadvantage, in that it is frequently accompa-
nied by significant cavitation of the deformed poly-
mer. Therefore, other techniques of orientation have
been developed.

Among other known methods of plastic deforma-
tion, rolling is one of the best ways to produce a high
preferred orientation (see refs. 7–18 for examples).
Like compression modes, cavitation is usually not ob-
served with rolling because of a high compressive
stress component. Rolling is an attractive method of
plastic deformation from an industrial point of view
because it can be designed as a continuous process.
However, the force required to roll significantly a
wide strip of a polymeric material sometimes rises
unacceptably high, whereas for rolling narrow strips,
there is an unwanted component of transverse defor-
mation deteriorating the final texture and, therefore,
properties of the oriented material. A side effect of
transverse deformation can be the formation of fis-
sures, cracks, and cavitation at the edges of the rolled
material.12 These phenomena limit the use of rolling to
the production of only relatively thin products in the
form of films or tapes.

To overcome the limitations of conventional rolling,
a novel method of obtaining highly oriented poly-
meric materials was developed recently. This method
of rolling with side constraints19,20 is a combination of
channel-die compression21,22 and rolling. This process
relies on the rolling of a material inside a channel
formed on the circumference of one roll with another
roll having a width matching the width of the channel
in the first roll. The side walls of the channel on the roll
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constitute lateral constraints as in a channel die. The
other roll plays a role similar to that of a plunger in
channel-die compression. The system of rolls with a
channel develops conditions close to those of plane-
strain compression of the rolled material. The plane-
strain-compression mode is known to produce a well-
developed single-component texture (quasi-single-
crystal) of compressed materials.21 The advantage of
such constrained rolling is the possibility of large
strain deformation of relatively thick and wide and
infinitely long bars or profiles in a continuous manner.
The resulting profiles may have quite large cross-
section areas and good mechanical properties, which
could make them attractive engineering materials.

Recently, we applied constrained rolling to the
high-strain orientation of high-density polyethylene
(HDPE).23,24 We demonstrated that constrained roll-
ing is essentially plane-strain compression like com-
pression in a channel die and produces a texture sim-
ilar to that of an oriented polyethylene. The obtained
oriented bars exhibited high tensile strength and su-
perior impact properties.

This article reports studies of the development of
the orientation of isotactic polypropylene (iPP)
through rolling with side constraints and the proper-
ties of resultant bars of highly oriented iPP. Orienta-
tion produced by constrained rolling is compared to
that obtained by plane-strain compression in a chan-
nel die.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials and procedures

Two commercial polypropylene homopolymers were
used in this study. The first (iPP-1; EPP Kaprolan,
DSM, Geleen, The Netherlands) had a melt-flow index
at 2.16 kG and 230°C of 0.4 g/10 min and a density of
0.91 g/cm3 and was delivered in the form of extruded
sheets 12 mm thick, whereas the other (iPP-2; Malen-P
B200, Orlen SA, Plock, Poland) had a melt-flow index
at 2.16 kG and 230°C of 0.6 g/10 min and a density of
0.91 g/cm3. The slabs, 100 mm � 12 mm and 1 m long,
designed for rolling experiments, were machined from
sheets of iPP-1. From iPP-2, the slabs, with 52 mm
� 12 mm cross sections, were prepared by extrusion
with a single-screw extruder (diameter � 32 mm)
equipped with a water-cooled slot die.

The idea of constrained rolling is described in a
previous article.23 The rolling apparatus consists of
two pairs of rolls with an effective (working) diameter
of 280 mm. The lower roll in each set has an outer
diameter of 480 mm and a channel cut out on the
circumference to a depth of 100 mm and a width of 12
mm. The coworking upper roll has a diameter of 280
mm and a width of 12 mm, matching the channel in
the lower roll. Other details of the setup are described
in ref. 23.

The rolling of the slabs was performed on the afore-
mentioned rolling apparatus. The rolling speed was
usually set to 200 mm/min, although some experi-
ments were performed at the highest speed of 4000
mm/min (the speed was the same for both sets of
rolls), and the temperature of the rolls was kept at 90,
110, or 120°C. The iPP slabs were preheated to the
desired temperature before being rolled in an oven.
Then, they were deformed by being rolled to various
deformation ratios (DRs), defined as the ratios of the
initial and final cross sections of the sample, from DR
� 2 to DR � 10.4. For higher DRs, it was necessary to
roll a slab in several subsequent passes of smaller DRs.

For reference, samples of the same materials were
compressed in a channel die as described in a previous
article25 at temperatures and deformation rates com-
parable to those applied in the rolling experiments.

Wide- and small-angle X-ray scattering

The texture of the rolled and compressed samples was
examined with an X-ray pole figure technique. A
wide-angle X-ray diffractometer system consisted of a
computer-controlled pole figure attachment associ-
ated with a wide-angle goniometer coupled to a
sealed-tube source of filtered Cu K� radiation operat-
ing at 30 kV and 30 mA. The following diffraction
reflections from crystals of the monoclinic modifica-
tion of iPP were analyzed: (110), (040), (130), (060), and
(1�13) (with corresponding 2� diffraction angles of
14.1, 16.9, 18.5, 25.5, and 42.5°). Details for the proce-
dure of pole figure determination are given else-
where.25

Lamellar orientation was probed by two-dimen-
sional small-angle X-ray scattering (2D SAXS). A 1.1-
m-long Kiessig-type camera was equipped with a pin-
hole collimator providing point focus and with an
imaging plate as a recording medium (Eastman
Kodak, Rochester, NY). The camera was coupled to an
X-ray generator (a sealed-tube, fine-point Cu K� fil-
tered source operating at 50 kV and 35 mA from
Philips, Eindhoven, The Netherlands). Exposed imag-
ing plates were read out with a PhosphorImager SI
scanner (Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA).

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

The melting behavior of the deformed samples was
characterized with a TA 2100 differential scanning
calorimeter (Thermal Analysis, New Castle, DE). The
5–8-mg specimens were cut from oriented samples in
the plane perpendicular to the flow direction (FD). As
a reference, a sample of unoriented iPP with a similar
thermal history was also investigated. The DSC scans
were made at a heating rate of 10°C/min.
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Mechanical measurements

Specimens for mechanical testing were prepared
through the machining of bars of oriented polypro-
pylene. Oar-shaped specimens designed for tensile
testing had, in the narrow section, a length of 40 mm,
a width of 5 mm, and a thickness of 2 mm. Wide parts
on each side of the narrow section of the specimen
were 50 mm � 10 mm � 6 mm so that a firm hold in
the grips of the tensile machine was ensured. Figure
1(a) illustrates the orientation of a sample with respect
to the reference directions of the oriented bar. These
specimens were tested in a tensile mode at room tem-
perature with an Instron model 1014 tensile machine
(Instron Corp., Wycombe, UK). The crosshead speed
of the machine was set to 2 mm/min, which corre-
sponded to an initial deformation rate of 5%/min. An
extensometer (25-mm gauge length) was used for
measuring the sample elongation in the initial stage of
deformation.

The dynamic mechanical properties of the deformed
samples were measured with an Mk III dynamic me-
chanical thermal analyzer (Rheometric Scientific Inc.,
Epsom, UK) in a double-cantilever bending mode. The
specimens, in the form of 50-mm-long, 8-mm-wide,
and 1-mm-thick plates, were machined from de-
formed bars parallel to the rolling direction (RD) and

either the loading direction (LD) or constraint direc-
tion (CD), as shown in Figure 1(b). The first specimen
was designed to bend along the LD, whereas the latter
was designed to bend along the CD. The gauge length
was 5 mm. The storage modulus (E�) and loss factor
(tan �) were measured at a constant frequency of 1 Hz
as functions of the temperature, which varied from
�100 to 150°C at a heating rate of 2°C/min.

The impact properties of oriented bars were probed
by notched Izod impact testing according to ISO Stan-
dard 180/1A. The 80 mm � mm 10 � 4 mm specimens
were machined from oriented bars and notched with a
type A notch (radius of notch base � 0.25 mm). Two
sets of specimens of different orientations with respect
to the reference directions of the bar were prepared for
the determination of the impact strength of the mate-
rial along the LD and CD, respectively. The geometry
of the specimens is illustrated in Figure 1(c). The sam-
ples were tested at room temperature with an instru-
mented impact tester equipped with a hammer able to
deliver 5.5 J of energy (Resil 5,5, CEAST S.p.A., Pia-
nezza TO, Italy).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Mechanical response to rolling

The rolling of iPP-1 and iPP-2 samples in this study
was usually performed with the linear roll speed set at
200 mm/min at 90, 110, or 120°C. A few experiments
were made with a high roll speed of 4 m/min, but
then rolling was possible only to DRs lower than 5. For
higher DRs, the friction forces between the rolled ma-
terials and the rolls were too low to drive the process,
and the rolled bar decelerated and eventually stopped
between rolls. Rolling to high DRs was not possible in
a single step even at the low roll speed of 200 mm/min
because of the very high forces generated during roll-
ing that opposed the friction forces driving the pro-
cess. Therefore, rolling in a few steps of lower DRs
was necessary for the desired deformation to be
reached. The friction forces in the apparatus employed
in this study were considerably higher than those in
conventional rolling12 because of a special finish on
the rolling surface of the rolls and an additional fric-
tion component between the rolled slab and side walls
of the channel cut in the lower roll. Nevertheless,
friction was too low for a high strain to be reached in
a single step, especially at higher DRs, at which strain
hardening of the material set in.

Neither necking nor cavitation phenomena were
observed with rolling. Deformation was homoge-
neous in the entire strain range studied, like for that
observed with compression in a channel die. Samples
with a DR around 4 became translucent, in contrast to
the opaque bars of virgin iPP. The samples with
higher DRs became even more transparent; printed

Figure 1 Geometry of the specimens used throughout this
study: (a) a tensile specimen to be stretched in the RD, (b)
specimens for dynamic mechanical studies to be bent in the
LD and CD, and (c) notched Izod impact specimens to be
loaded in the LD and CD. The reference axes of the rolled
bar are RD, LD, and CD.
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letters were clearly visible through a rolled iPP-2 sam-
ple 9.5 mm thick (DR � 5.4). The force exerted on the
rolls increased greatly with an increase in DR because
of the strain hardening effect and despite a continuous
reduction in the cross section of the rolled material.
Measurements of the force generated on the upper roll
at several DRs suggested that the stress–strain curve
for rolling was quite similar to that observed in chan-
nel-die-compression experiments.25 No fracture of the
samples was observed even on heavy rolling up to a
DR around 6. However, rolling to higher strains,
above DR � 6, sometimes caused a limited fracture of
the material along the RD, which led to partial del-
amination of the rolled bar in planes close to the rolled
surface (i.e., that surface in contact with the roll). A
tendency to fracture at large strains was stronger at
low temperatures of the deformation process. Above
DR � 7, occasionally some corrugations and warping
of the rolled surfaces were also observed. The afore-
mentioned fracture phenomena were caused by the
superpositioning of two effects: (1) the slowing down
of the rolled sample in comparison with the rolls due
to high rolling forces opposing the friction between
the rolls and the rolled bar and (2) the limited flow of
the material into the narrow gap between the side wall
of the lower roll and the upper roll. That material was
forced to deform at a higher speed than the body of
the bar, and this led to unwanted instabilities of de-
formation in the top layer of the rolled bar and, con-
sequently, to some fracturing and warping within the
skin layer of the bar. However, we did not observe any
corrugations produced by differences in the strain
across the width of the rolled bar like those described
by Chaffey et al.12 for conventional rolling. We believe
that these undesirable effects can be eliminated from
the process by a redesign of the rolls; rolling surfaces
should be slightly rougher than in the actual setup for
increased friction, whereas the gap between rolls
should be minimized.

The rolled samples demonstrated substantial strain
recovery after leaving the deformation zone between
rolls. This strain recovery was short-term and ceased
at a distance of approximately 20 cm or less beyond
the last roll, depending on the temperature and defor-
mation rate. Figure 2 presents the permanent strain
plotted against the actual strain achieved in the defor-
mation zone between rolls. The strain recovery in-
creases with increasing DR up to a DR between rolls of
less than 4 and then saturates and remains constant
with a further strain increase. Such behavior indicates
the presence of a quasielastic component within the
structure of the rolled material, which apparently was
not be destroyed even by heavy rolling. This is dis-
cussed further in this section. Such recovery behavior
was not observed previously in the compression of
iPP in a channel die.25 It was, however, observed in
channel-die-compressed samples of ultrahigh molec-

ular weight polyethylene.26 We also observed very
similar behavior in the rolling of high molecular
weight polyethylene.23 Note that both polypropylenes
used in this study were high molecular mass grades.
Moreover, a quasielastic recovery of comparable mag-
nitude was observed in conventional rolling of iPP
(weight-average molecular weight � 6 � 105).12

The raw iPP slabs were imprinted with linear mark-
ers before rolling. The distance between markers was
measured after each rolling pass. The macroscopic
strain calculated from that distance between markers
correlated well with that calculated from the reduction
of the cross section of the rolled samples. The evolu-
tion of the shapes of the markers with increasing strain
illustrates that rolling leads to nearly pure compres-
sion, with only a little macroscopic shear manifesting
in a weak flow along the RD, especially in the range of
low DRs. Such shear produces a slightly higher strain
in the central part than near the rolled faces of the bar.
However, with an increasing DR, the profile of the
markers becomes curved and extends in the RD in the
vicinity of both rolling faces. This supports another
shear component, increasing with an increase in the
overall strain. That shear and, therefore, the flow are
strongest near the rolled faces. Consequently, at high
DRs, the material develops higher local strain near the
rolled faces of the bar than in its central part. These
differences in the local strain supported by the un-
wanted side effects discussed previously are respon-
sible for premature longitudinal fracture of the bar
occurring near rolled surfaces.

Thermal properties and crystallinity

The melting behavior of the iPP-1 samples rolled to
various DRs is illustrated in Figure 3. It shows that for

Figure 2 Dependence of the permanent strain and strain
imposed on a sample during rolling, both expressed in terms
of DR.
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low deformation, the melting peak is shifted slightly
toward higher temperatures in comparison with un-
deformed iPP. However, at high deformation, above
DR � 5, the temperature of the peak rises further, and
an additional melting peak develops at a higher tem-
perature. At the same time, the degree of crystallinity
determined from the heat of fusion decreases contin-
ually with an increasing DR. At DR � 6.37, it is ap-
proximately 2% lower than in raw, undeformed iPP.
An increase in the temperature of melting and a low-
ering of the crystallinity with increasing deformation
demonstrates that a fraction of small crystallites is
destroyed during the rolling process. The nature of the
double melting peak observed at high deformation is
not entirely clear. An artifact, resulting from the
change in the thermal contact between the sample and
DSC pan during the heating scan due to shrinkage of
the highly oriented sample, cannot be excluded. How-
ever, Taraiya et al.,17 on the basis of detailed DSC
studies supported by X-ray data of die-drawn
polypropylene, suggested that heavy deformation
leads to the formation of a new population of small
crystallites in a different or disordered crystal form,
the chain ends of which are constrained or which are
in an extended chain form. That fraction of the crys-
talline phase may contribute to the second melting
peak observed in samples deformed to a high strain.
Because deformation by die drawing and rolling lead
to comparable structures, it is feasible that here also
such crystallites produced by high-strain deformation
give rise to the additional melting peak.

Orientation of the crystallites

The evolution of the orientation of the crystallites in
rolled samples of iPP was studied with an X-ray dif-
fraction pole figure technique. Figure 4 presents pole

figures of the basic crystallographic planes of mono-
clinic polypropylene crystals (� form) determined for
samples of iPP-1 rolled at 120°C and a speed of 200
mm/min to various DRs up to DR � 6.4. The pole
figures of (110), (040), (130), and (060) crystallographic
planes illustrate the orientation of the a and b crystal-
lographic axes, whereas the pole figure of the (1�13)
plane is the best possible measure of the orientation of
the chain axis because the monoclinic structure does
not give any reflections of the (00l) type, whereas the
normal to the (1�13) plane is only 5.8° away from the
direction of the macromolecular chain axis, which is
equivalent to the crystallographic c axis. The pole
figures obtained for the iPP-1 samples rolled at 90°C
and the samples of iPP-2 deformed under comparable
conditions are very similar to those shown in Figure 4
and, therefore, are not presented here. Instead, Figure
5 shows a set of pole figures obtained for a sample of
iPP-2 deformed to DR � 6.4 by channel-die compres-
sion at 110°C. A comparison of this set with the pole
figures of the rolled sample with DR � 6.37 demon-
strates that the crystalline textures of the rolled and
compressed samples are nearly identical. A similar
texture was reported also for iPP highly oriented by
conventional rolling14–16 and die drawing.12 More-
over, a comparison of the pole figures of rolled sam-
ples with lower deformation, shown in Figure 4, with
the previously reported evolution of the texture of iPP
compressed in a channel die25 shows nearly identical
evolution paths of the texture with increasing strain.
This proves that the two deformation processes are
very similar. We have found recently23 that for linear
polyethylene there is a close resemblance between the
resulting structures of samples deformed through roll-
ing with side constraints and channel-die compres-
sion. Both methods produce basically the same mode
of deformation, a plane-strain compression.23 Also
here, for iPP the results of macroscopic observations of
the deformation process and the resulting crystalline
texture demonstrate that rolling results in plane-strain
deformation similarly to compression in a channel die.

The final texture of the rolled bars of iPP at a DR
above 6 is multicomponent. All identified components
have a common sharp orientation of chain axis [001]
along the RD. Two main components dominating the
texture of a sample with DR � 6.37 were identified as
(010)[001] and (110)[001]. At initial stages of the plastic
deformation, [up to DR � 2.63; cf. Fig. 4(a,b)], the
(100)[001] component developed first, but it was pro-
gressively replaced by the other texture components
with increasing deformation. The identified deforma-
tion mechanisms leading to the formation of the final
texture were (010)[001], (100)[001], and (110)[001] crys-
tallographic slip systems, the same as those active
during plastic deformation by channel-die compres-
sion.25

Figure 3 Melting curves of rolled iPP-1 samples deformed
to the permanent DR indicated on each curve, as determined
by DSC in a heating scan at a heating rate of 10°C/min.
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Evolution of the lamellar structure

The lamellar structure of the deformed iPP samples
was probed with 2D SAXS. Figure 6 displays 2D SAXS
patterns obtained for samples of iPP-1 rolled to vari-
ous DRs illuminated by an X-ray beam from either the
CD or LD. The 2D pattern determined for the raw,
undeformed slab demonstrates nearly isotropic orien-
tation of lamellae on which a very weak orientation
component is superimposed; a fraction of the lamellae
are oriented preferentially with their normals perpen-
dicular to the surface of the sheet from which the slab
was cut (this direction becomes the CD direction with
rolling). Additionally, a small equatorial streak can be
observed in the pattern of the undeformed sample that
indicates the presence of some microvoids in the ini-
tial material. The weak orientation and voids reflect

the manufacturing conditions of the plates by extru-
sion.

The LD-view pattern obtained for the sample de-
formed to the permanent DR of 2.17 is the superpo-
sitioning of an ellipse elongated in the RD and a
somewhat stronger two-point pattern oriented in
the RD. For higher DRs, the elliptical part of the
pattern fades away, whereas the two-point compo-
nent becomes stronger. At DR � 5 and DR � 6.37,
only the two-point signature is present in the LD-
view patterns. The CD-view patterns are more com-
plex. At DR � 2.17, the pattern is the superposition-
ing of two long arcs oriented in the RD, a diffuse
two-point pattern also oriented in the RD, and a
four-point component, which is the strongest. For
DR � 2.63, the arcs become shorter and merge with

Figure 4 Pole figures of the (110), (040), (130), (060), and (1�13) crystallographic planes of monoclinic polypropylene (� form)
determined for samples of iPP-1 rolled at 120°C with a roll speed of 200 mm/min to the indicated permanent DR: (a) DR
� 2.17, (b) DR � 2.63, (c) DR � 5.0, and (d) DR � 6.37. The figures are plotted in the stereographic projection. The RD is
vertical, the CD is horizontal, and the LD is perpendicular to the projection plane in all figures.
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the two-point component, elongating in the direc-
tion perpendicular to the RD (and parallel to the
LD). The four-point part is hardly seen for this
deformation. At higher deformations of DR � 5.0
and DR � 6.37, the CD-view pattern evolves further
toward two lines oriented perpendicular to the RD.
Along these lines, four weak maxima can be distin-
guished as the remnants of the four-point compo-
nent. At the highest DR of 10.4, the features of both
CD- and LD-view patterns remain the same as for
DR � 6.37, yet the intensity of these patterns is a few
times lower than at DR � 6.37. This suggests a
progressive destruction of the lamellar structure.

In both CD- and LD-view patterns, the equatorial
streak, which was observed for an unoriented sample,
fades away with an increasing DR. This indicates the
healing, during the rolling process, of the microvoids
present in the raw material.

The discussed 2D SAXS patterns of rolled samples
differ from those reported for channel-die-compressed
samples.25 In the channel-die-compression experi-
ments, almost complete destruction of the lamellar
structure was observed near a DR of 4, whereas in
rolled samples that structure survived the deforma-
tion process up to a DR above 6, and even in a sample
with DR � 10.4, its signature could still be recognized.
In our recent studies of the rolling of HDPE, we also
observed the presence of the lamellar structure in
heavy rolled samples.25 The shape of the CD patterns
indicate that there was probably a cooperative kinking
of the lamellae that allowed their reorientation without
serious destruction during the rolling process. Lamellae
were finally fragmented heavily, as demonstrated by the
fading away of the scattering pattern for the sample of
the highest DR, but this happened at a strain signifi-
cantly higher than that for channel-die compression.

Figure 4 (Continued from the previous page)
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Dynamic mechanical properties

The temperature dependencies of E� and tan � of an
undeformed sample of iPP-2 and one rolled to a DR of
6.4 at 90°C are shown in Figure 7. For the deformed
sample, two sets of curves are presented: one mea-
sured in the CD and the other in LD deformation
geometry (cf. Fig. 1). All presented tan � curves reveal
three mechanical relaxation processes typical for iPP:
� (around �50°C), � (near and above 0°C), and �
(above 30°C).27,28

The �-relaxation process is assigned to the local
relaxation mode, involving a few chain segments of
the amorphous phase. Figure 7 shows that in the
�-relaxation region, the curves of tan � of the investi-
gated samples exhibit a weak and broad maximum,
the position of which is independent of the DR.

The maximum of the � relaxation is the most dis-
cernible maximum for the undeformed iPP. The �-re-
laxation process is usually attributed to the glass–
rubber transition of the amorphous phase.27 The po-
sition of this maximum at low frequencies can be
assigned to the glass-transition temperature. As can be
observed in Figure 7, the peak of the � relaxation
decreases and shifts toward higher temperatures in
oriented samples in comparison with that of unde-
formed materials. Similar observations were reported
for iPP oriented by conventional rolling.29 Such ex-
pected changes in the mechanical relaxation of the �
process indicate clearly a substantial reduction in the
mobility of the chains in the amorphous phase. As the
overall crystallinity of the deformed samples is low-
ered only slightly in comparison with the undeformed
iPP, the observed substantial damping of the � process
with increasing strain should be interpreted in terms
of a considerable change in the molecular packing of
the amorphous phase resulting in reduced mobility. It

was demonstrated for uniaxially compressed iPP30–32

that the density of the amorphous phase increased
markedly with increasing strain, which indicated that
the average intermolecular distance was smaller than
the respective distance in the unoriented amorphous
component.

Another important finding is that the position of the
maximum of the � relaxation in the oriented sample
depends on the test geometry. When the specimen
was loaded along the CD (CD geometry; cf. Fig. 1),
this maximum was found at a temperature approxi-
mately 1°C higher than the maximum observed when
the specimen was loaded along the LD (LD geometry).
We must note that this shift is not an artifact because
we observed this effect in many independent mea-
surements. Moreover, we found similar behavior in
the � relaxation of rolled HDPE24 and samples ori-
ented by channel-die compression (both iPP and
HDPE). This effect of the anisotropic response can be
an indication of the transverse anisotropy (i.e., in the
plane perpendicular to the direction of molecular ori-
entation) of the highly oriented amorphous phase of
rolled iPP. In samples of highly oriented HDPE, which
also show similar mechanical anisotropy, a careful
examination of X-ray scattering33 disclosed that high-
strain deformation in plane-strain compression leads
to the ordering of the amorphous phase with the for-
mation of pseudohexagonal packing, in which the
chains axes are oriented along the FD and the (100)
pseudoplane is oriented parallel to the LD. Such or-
dering causes an increase in the density of the non-
crystalline component and should, of course, induce
serious modifications of its properties, including the
relaxation behavior. Moreover, the reorganization of
the lamellar structure occurring at a high plastic strain
results in stronger constraints imposed on the interla-

Figure 5 Pole figures (plotted in the stereographic projection) of the (110), (040), (130), (060), and (1�13) crystallographic
planes of monoclinic polypropylene (� form) determined for samples of iPP deformed at 110°C by channel-die compression
to DR � 6.4. The FD is vertical, the CD is horizontal, and the LD is perpendicular to the projection plane.
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mellar amorphous material, which is intimately con-
nected to the orienting crystallites. That increase in the
constraints will make amorphous layers stiffer than
those in the undeformed sample and, consequently,
will result in the modification of the mechanical re-
sponse of the oriented sample. Taking all this into
consideration, one can expect an anisotropy of the
mechanical response of the oriented samples in their
LD–CD plane.

The �-relaxation process manifests itself with an
increase in tan � at a temperature greater than 30°C.
As can be observed in Figure 7, tan � of the unde-
formed sample increases gradually with temperature
in the temperature range of the � relaxation. The
curves of tan � of the deformed sample also rise in this
temperature range, yet with the slope much steeper
than the slope of the curve of undeformed iPP. Addi-

tionally, a distinct maximum develops for the oriented
sample. This maximum is related in part to the shrink-
age of the rolled sample as the temperature ap-
proaches the temperature of rolling. Considering this,
one can suppose that the � process in the deformed
samples is strongly supported by the phenomena of
the relaxation of the orientation in the noncrystalline
component in interlamellar regions, probably because
of the activation of shrinkage phenomena. A similar
conclusion was drawn previously in a study of iPP
deformed in a channel die.25

Tensile properties

Figure 8 shows representative stress–strain curves of
the specimens cut from bars of iPP oriented through
rolling with side constraints (iPP-1, deformed at
120°C) to various DRs. All the specimens were tested
in tension along the direction of the molecular orien-
tation, which coincided with the RD. All tensile tests
were performed at room temperature with a constant
crosshead speed of 2 mm/min, which corresponded
to an initial deformation rate of 5%/min. The numer-
ical values of the mechanical parameters determined
from the curves are reported in Table I. These data
show a continuous increase in both the modulus and
ultimate tensile strength with an increasing DR, which
is a typical effect of orientation. The maximum
strength at the level of 340 MPa is achieved for a

Figure 6 2D SAXS patterns obtained in LD and CD illumi-
nation views for samples of iPP-1 rolled at 120°C with a roll
speed of 200 mm/min to the indicated DR.

Figure 7 Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis curves de-
termined in a double-cantilever bending mode at a fre-
quency of 1 Hz and at a heating rate of 2°C for samples of
iPP-2 undeformed and rolled to DR � 6.4: E� and tan �. Two
curves representing the rolled sample probed in the CD and
LD are shown.
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sample with DR � 10.4. The obtained values are sim-
ilar to those reported in the literature for iPP deformed
by various special techniques to a comparable strain.34

In Figure 8, the stress–strain curve for 18G2 concrete
reinforcing steel is also plotted for comparison. The
strength of rolled iPP (DR � 10.4) is comparable to
that for steel, although its elastic modulus is 1 order of
magnitude lower than that of the steel.

The rolled samples demonstrate a slightly lower
Young’s modulus and ultimate tensile strength but a
higher elongation to break than the samples obtained
by channel-die compression to a comparable strain.
Annealing of the rolled sample at a constant length at
a temperature above the deformation temperature re-
duces the difference in strength in comparison with
the channel-die-compressed material, yet the ultimate
elongation remains higher than that in the channel-die
sample. This is illustrated in Figure 9 for the sample of
iPP-2 deformed by both rolling and channel-die com-
pression to similar permanent DRs (6.4 and 6.5 for the
rolled and compressed samples, respectively).

Impact properties

Impact properties of the rolled bars were probed with
an instrumented notched Izod test performed at room
temperature. Specimens for testing were cut from
rolled bars along the RD with the notched face per-
pendicular either to the LD or CD (cf. Fig. 1) for the
determination of the toughness of the material along
those two directions.

Figure 10 presents a photograph of the impact spec-
imens of iPP-1 after Izod testing. The undeformed
specimen and the specimen with DR � 2.17 tested
along the LD broke completely. The Izod impact
strength of the undeformed iPP was 4.6 kJ/m2,
whereas for the specimen with DR � 2.17 tested along
the LD, it increased nearly twofold to 8.1 kJ/m2. The
other tested samples did not break, and only limited
fracture and delamination could be observed. Figure
10 shows that in the specimens tested along the LD,
the delamination initiated by the notch spread out
along planes approximately perpendicular to the LD
direction. The area of the fracture decreases with in-
creasing DR up to DR � 5.0. For the sample with DR
� 6.37, the area of the fracture planes is again larger
than in the sample with DR � 5.0. In samples tested
along the CD, a more complicated fracture geometry
was observed. For low DRs, samples fractured near
the notch mostly along planes perpendicular to the
direction of impact (which was the CD). At DR � 5.0,
short cracks developed along planes both perpendic-
ular and parallel to the CD. In a sample with DR
� 6.37, few cracks were formed in planes parallel to
the CD and perpendicular to the LD. For each DR, the
total surface of the cracks developed in the samples
tested along the CD was smaller than that in the
samples tested along the LD. This observation agrees
with the force and energy data determined from the

Figure 8 Exemplary nominal stress/nominal strain curves
determined for the tensile deformation of rolled iPP-1 sam-
ples with various DRs indicated on each curve. Tensile tests
were performed at room temperature, and the initial defor-
mation rate was 50%/min. The curve for 18G2 concrete
reinforcing steel is plotted for comparison.

TABLE I
Tensile Data of the Rolled iPP

DR
Elastic modulus

(MPa)
Tensile strength

(MPa)
Ultimate elongation

(%)

1 0.96 34 450
2.17 2.04 76 225
2.63 2.70 97 180
5.00 4.08 202 49
6.37 4.66 215 33

10.40 6.30 341 18

Figure 9 Tensile stress–strain curves for samples of iPP-2
deformed by channel-die compression (DR � 6.5) and roll-
ing (DR � 6.4). The third curve is for a rolled sample (DR
� 6.4) annealed after rolling at 120°C at a constant length.
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time–force curves acquired during impact. Figure 11
shows the peak force on the time–force curve, the
portion of energy dissipated at this point, and the total
energy dissipated during the impact test plotted
against the DR. Data for both LD and CD test geom-
etries are presented. The peak force and energy can be
connected with the initiation and propagation of frac-
ture, whereas the remaining energy was dissipated
mostly for plastic deformation (bending) of the unbro-
ken portion of the sample. The energy data demon-
strate that more energy is consumed by the latter
process than by cracking. The higher peak force and
energy observed for samples tested along the CD con-
firm the observation that the preferred plane of the
fracture (i.e., less energy consumed) is the plane per-
pendicular to the LD rather than the plane perpendic-
ular to the CD. The peak force increases steadily with
the increase in the DR. However, the dependencies of
the peak and total energy dissipated on the DR indi-
cate a maximum near a DR of 5. For this DR, the
smallest area of the fracture was observed. The energy
dissipated during the impact of the sample with DR
� 5, tested in both LD and CD geometries, reached the
capacity of the hammer used, 5.5 J. An impact strength
greater than 170 kJ/m2 would correspond to the dis-

sipation of such energy. This is almost a 40-fold in-
crease in comparison with that of an unoriented sam-
ple of iPP. We previously observed a similar enor-
mous increase in the impact strength of HDPE
oriented through rolling with side constraints.25 The
optimum impact strength near DR � 5, at which ratio
the toughness of the oriented material was the highest,
was also found for HDPE. One should also note other
literature reports describing an extremely high tough-
ness achieved in oriented iPP products. For example,
the BeXor process (Bethlehem Steel Corp., Bethlehem,
PA)35 can make biaxially oriented polypropylene
sheets with a toughness more than 10 times higher
than that of raw, unoriented materials.36,37 The BeXor
sheets appear sufficiently tough to stop a 35-mm bullet.36

CONCLUSIONS

Cavitation occurring during plastic deformation fre-
quently reduces considerably the strength of oriented
polymeric materials. Cavity-free deformation such as
plane-strain compression in a channel die leads to
oriented polymeric materials with a strength higher
than that of a material oriented by deformation with
no constraints imposed. In that deformation mode, the

Figure 10 Photograph of Izod specimens after impact testing. The upper row shows specimens tested along the LD, and the
lower row shows those tested along the CD. The DRs of the samples are indicated.
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side constraints imposed on the material during its
compression help to prevent unwanted cavitation and
to produce materials with well-defined and sharp tex-
tures. The new method of rolling inside a channel,
reported here, resembles to a large extent plane-strain
compression in a channel die. We have shown that the
deformation processes of iPP by compression in a
channel die and by rolling with side constraints pro-
ceed in very similar fashions and result in materials of
similar orientations and mechanical properties. Like
channel-die compression, rolling produces nearly
plane-strain deformation with only a minor flow com-
ponent within the skin layer. The crystalline textures
and lamellar orientations of iPP samples resulting
from deformation by both methods are similar at cor-
responding strains. The only difference is that rolling
causes the destruction of the lamellar structure at a
higher strain than compression does.

iPP deformed by rolling with side constraints has
tensile properties similar to those of iPP deformed by
other methods, such as conventional rolling or plane-

strain compression. The elastic modulus and ultimate
strength measured along the RD increase with an
increasing DR. For samples deformed to DR � 10.4,
the ultimate strength reaches 340 MPa and can be
further increased by postdeformation annealing.

Along with very good tensile properties, the ori-
ented bars of iPP demonstrate extremely high impact
toughness, especially in the direction of the side con-
straints (CD). The Izod impact tests demonstrated that
the fracture on impact is very limited and that the
impact strength of the bars must exceed 170 kJ/m2. It
is concluded that the greater part of the energy is
dissipated by the bending of unbroken parts of the
sample. In contrast to the tensile properties, there is an
optimum DR around 5, for which the impact strength
is the highest. For higher orientation, more cracks
develop during impact, and the energy absorbed for
the bending of the sample is slightly lower.

Dynamic mechanical measurements showed that
heavy rolling to a high strain (DR � 6–7) produces a
well-developed orientation of the crystalline compo-
nent and also high orientation and transverse ordering
of the amorphous phase, which leads to the anisotropy
of their properties in the LD–CD plane perpendicular
to the RD.

Orientation through rolling with side constraints
allows for the continuous production of oriented ma-
terials of unlimited length, similarly to conventional
rolling, yet with relatively large cross sections (�1
cm2). Because of their large size and very good me-
chanical properties, the rolled bars or profiles pro-
duced from commodity polymers such as iPP may
become very attractive engineering materials.
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